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Abstract
In the last decade, music consumption has changed dramatically as humans have increas-
ingly started to use music streaming platforms. While such platforms provide access to
millions of songs, the sheer volume of choices available renders it hard for users to find
songs they like. Consequently, the task of finding music the user likes is often mitigated by
music recommender systems, which aim to provide recommendations that match the user’s
current context. Particularly in the field of music recommendation, adapting recommenda-
tions to the user’s current context is critical as, throughout the day, users listen to different
music in numerous different contexts and situations. Therefore, we propose a multi-context-
aware user model and track recommender system that jointly exploit information about
the current situation and musical preferences of users. Our proposed system clusters users
based on their situational context features and similarly, clusters music tracks based on their
content features. By conducting a series of offline experiments, we show that by relying
on Factorization Machines for the computation of recommendations, the proposed multi-
context-aware user model successfully leverages interaction effects between user listening
histories, situational, and track content information, substantially outperforming a set of
baseline recommender systems.

Keywords Recommender systems · Context-aware recommender systems ·
Personalization · User modeling

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, people have increasingly started to use music streaming platforms
providing millions of tracks [32]. Streaming platforms heavily rely on recommender sys-
tems to help users navigate through the provided collections and discover music they
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like. However, the extent to which a user enjoys and likes a recommended song heav-
ily depends on the user’s current context. Previous research has shown that information
about the context of a user (e.g., time, location, occasion, or emotional state) is vital
for providing suitable personalized music recommendations [27, 31] as people listen
to different music during different activities [23]. Also, Cunningham et al. [13] have
shown that users create playlists that are specifically intended for certain contexts or
activities.

Extracting contextual information for a music recommendation scenario, however, is a
complex task. To this end, in previous work we proposed an approach for clustering con-
textually similar playlists by extracting contextual information from the names of playlists,
ultimately allowing to find playlists that users created for similar purposes and situa-
tions [42, 44]. We proposed to leverage these situational clusters as an additional feature for
a Factorization Machine-based recommender system. Furthermore, we performed an analy-
sis of the acoustic features (e.g., tempo or danceability) of the tracks contained in individual
playlists and found that there are five different groups, so-called archetypes, of playlists,
described by their audio characteristics [43]. However, what is still missing, is linking infor-
mation about the situational context of a user with acoustic feature-based playlist archetypes
that represent different types of music that users listen to. In this work, we are particularly
interested in how contextual and audio characteristics may jointly be leveraged for track rec-
ommendations.1 Hence, we present a novel user model combining situational and acoustic
context information and refer to this model as multi-context user model. We propose to make
use of Factorization Machines (FM) [46] as these allow for exploiting latent features and
interactions between input variables. This allows us to exploit interaction effects between
contextual clusters extracted from the names of playlists and acoustic clusters based on
audio characteristics. In several experiments, we show that a recommender system lever-
aging this proposed model substantially outperforms context-agnostic baselines and, more
importantly, a context-aware recommender system that relies on either context- or acoustic
feature-based clusters individually.

The main contribution of this work is threefold: firstly, we leverage two types of con-
textual information for the computation of a multi-context-aware user model that allows
capturing a user’s preference towards certain archetypes of music (acoustic context) as
well as the contexts in which users listen to certain tracks (situational context). Secondly,
by utilizing Factorization Machines, we exploit interaction effects between the input vari-
ables (user listening history, acoustic feature-based playlist archetypes, and situational
context). FMs hence allow us to model and exploit the influence of a certain context on
the choice of tracks for a given user. Thirdly, we also investigate higher-order Factorization
Machines that aim to leverage higher-order interactions of the input of the Factorization
Machine.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. In Section 3, we formulate the problem underlying our work. Section 4 presents the
dataset utilized and in Section 5, we present the proposed multi-context user model and
recommendation approach. Subsequently, we describe the experimental setup underlying
our evaluation in Section 6 and present and discuss the obtained results in Section 7. Finally,
we wrap up our work in Section 8.

1Please note that this manuscript is an extended version of [41], which was presented at the 2018 International
Conference on Content-Based Multimedia Indexing (CBMI2018).
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2 Related work

Related literature can be categorized into recommendation approaches based on matrix-
factorization, context-aware recommender systems, and Factorization Machines. In the
following, we elaborate on these categories.

User-based collaborative filtering has been shown to work well in the field of music rec-
ommender systems [42, 49, 54]. User-based CF relies on the user-item matrix, which holds
ratings of users for items (so-called interactions). This matrix is used to group users based
on their rating behavior and hence, to find similar users. Based on such nearest neighbors,
items for a given user are recommended by choosing the items these nearest neighbors rated
favorably and that are new to the user, assuming that similar users will rate items similarly.
CF-based approaches utilizing matrix factorization (MF) techniques have been shown to
yield better recommendation accuracy than traditional neighborhood-based CF approaches
(e.g., [28]). MF approaches are also known as latent factor models, as factorizing the user-
item matrix yields a latent representation of user-item interactions on a more abstract level
(e.g., by applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [28]). Several extensions to MF
have been shown to work well (e.g., for implicit feedback data [18, 47] or for context-aware
recommendations [5, 29]). However, many of the current collaborative filtering-based track
recommendation or continuation approaches are not able to cope with so-called “out-of-set”
tracks (i.e., tracks that do not appear in the training data) [50]. As a solution, hybrid sys-
tems combining collaborative filtering and content-based approaches have been proposed.
Vall et al. [50] proposed to combine collaborative filtering and rich content descriptors for
music tracks into a feature-combination hybrid in a playlist continuation scenario. Further-
more, McFee and Lanckriet [35] proposed to combine collaborative filtering and content
information such as e.g., low-level acoustic features, lyrics, or social tags in a hypergraph,
modeling users by random walks on this graph. More recently, van den Oord [51] pro-
posed a Deep Learning-based model for this task, utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks
to integrate matrix factorization and latent factors extracted from the audio signal of songs.
Furthermore, hybrid systems in this regard have also been realized by traditional hybridiza-
tion strategies where the results of a CF-based and a content-based recommender system
are combined by weighting the results [20] or by re-ranking strategies [17].

Generally, context can be considered as any additional information improving recom-
mendation accuracy and it is widely agreed upon the fact that the user’s context improves
personalized recommendations [1]. In the field of music recommender systems, users often
seek music that suits their current context (i.e., occasion, event, or emotional states) [27,
31]. Kaminskas and Ricci [25] distinguish different kinds of contexts: environment-related
context (location, time, weather), user-related context (activity, demographic information,
emotional state of the user), and multimedia context (text or pictures the user is currently
reading or looking at). Examples for contextual information that is leveraged for music rec-
ommendations are emotion and mood (e.g., [4, 16, 53]), the user’s location (e.g., [11, 26]),
or recommending music matching documents on the web a user reads at the moment [9].
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [1] classify approaches modeling the user’s context into con-
textual pre-filtering, contextual post-filtering, and contextual modeling approaches. The
former two approaches apply non-contextual models to recommendation problems (with an
additional initial or final filtering step), whereas contextual modeling leverages contextual
information directly in the model, as the approach presented in this work does. In previous
work [44], we showed that FM-based contextual modeling is able to outperform pre-filtering
approaches.
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Factorization Machines can be seen as an enhancement of CF [46]. FMs combine the
advantages of support vector machines (SVM) and factorization models. Factorization
enables the FM to model all interactions between variables in linear time [46], where the
model variables can be metric, nominal or ordinal. Hence, different types of context can
be integrated as nominal variables (e.g., weekdays or user groups). Recently, training algo-
rithms for higher-order Factorization Machines (HOFM) have been proposed [7, 37] and
shown to be useful for link prediction [7] or recommendations based on implicit feed-
back [52]. Inspired by the work of Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme [48], Field-aware FMs
(FFM) perform a pairwise factorizing of the features, and thus, the factorization step is per-
formed in separate latent spaces (fields). These have been applied for e.g., click-through
rate (CTR) predictions [22]. More relevant for this work, FFMs have also been applied for
music recommendation [10], where audio descriptors and mood information serve as input
for the task of recommending music for a given text that the user currently writes. However,
FFMs suffer from a quadratic complexity with the number of fields.

In this work, we present a multi-context-aware user model and recommendation
approach. We utilize SVD to represent the user’s situational context in a latent feature space
and also model the user’s general preference towards types of music. We rely on FMs
to exploit interaction effects of different types of user context in a rating prediction and
top-n recommendation scenario. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first music rec-
ommender system leveraging pre-computed nominal contextual variables in an FM-based
recommender system, where interaction effects allow us to model which user listens to
which type of music in which situation.

3 Problem formulation

In the following, we formally define the context-aware track recommendation problem
addressed in this paper. The basic input for such a context-aware track recommender system
is a user-item matrix R, which holds prior user ratings for items (so-called interactions). It
consists of m rows (corresponding to the number of users) and n columns (corresponding
to the number of tracks). The elements rij of the matrix correspond to the rating a user i has
assigned to track j . Based on this matrix, the track recommendation problem can be formu-
lated as a rating prediction task as stated in (1). The utility function fR computes predicted
ratings r̂ij for <user,track>-pairs that do not feature a rating (yet). In classical CF models,
fR is learned from prior user-track interactions.

fR = User × T rack → Rating (1)

fR can be learned by matrix factorization techniques such as SVD [30] as depicted in (2),
where U ∈ R

m×m and V ∈ R
n×n are orthogonal factor matrices that embed users and tracks

onto a lower-dimensional space of latent features. Σ is a m × n diagonal matrix of singular
values, estimating the impacts of the latent features on a rating r .

R = UΣV T (2)

Using this representation, a single rating r̂ui can be estimated using the dot product of the
feature vectors of the user ui and the item vj: r̂ui = ui · vj.

Prior research has shown that people listen to different music during different activ-
ities [23] and people create playlists that are intended for certain activities [13]. Hence,
depending on different user contexts, different tracks need to be recommended. This
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problem can be formulated as depicted in (3), where fCR is a utility function assigning
predicted ratings r̂ij to user u for track i given user contexts c [1].

fCR = User × T rack × Contexts → Rating (3)

Hence, the problem we study is the computation of track recommendations that match the
current context of a user given his/her listening history including the contexts in which those
tracks have been listed to.

4 Dataset

For our approach and the experiments conducted (cf. Sections 5 and 6), we require a dataset
holding (i) listening histories of users, (ii) information about the situation in which those
songs were listened to, and (iii) acoustic characteristics of these songs. Hence, we propose
to leverage a publicly available dataset containing Spotify playlists [43]. We enrich this
dataset with situational context information and audio characteristics of the tracks. The
dataset contains the names of playlists which we will utilize to extract situational context
information from (cf. Section 5). As for the audio characteristics, we gather and add content-
based audio features for each track by querying the Spotify API2. These high-level features
are well established in the MIR community and are widely used as a compact form for
describing songs for modeling audio characteristics of tracks in an abundance of previous
works in the field of music information retrieval (e.g., [2, 19, 36, 38, 43, 44, 55]). The
employed content features are extracted and aggregated from the audio signal and comprise:

1. Danceability describes how suitable a track is for dancing and is based “on a combina-
tion of musical elements including tempo, rhythm stability, beat strength, and overall
regularity.”

2. Energy measures the perceived intensity and activity of a track. This feature is based
on the dynamic range, perceived loudness, timbre, onset rate, and general entropy of a
track.

3. Speechiness detects the presence of spoken words in a track. High speechiness val-
ues indicate a high degree of spoken words (e.g., talk shows or audiobooks), whereas
medium to high values indicate e.g., rap music.

4. Acousticness measures the probability that the given track is acoustic.
5. Instrumentalness measures the probability that a track is not vocal (i.e., instrumental).
6. Tempo quantifies the pace of the track in beats per minute.
7. Valence measures the “musical positiveness” conveyed by a track (i.e., cheerful and

euphoric tracks reach high valence values).
8. Liveness captures the probability that the track was performed live (i.e., whether an

audience is present in the recording).

For more detailed analyses on the acoustic features of user playlists, genre distributions
among clusters or playlists, we refer the interested reader to the original papers describ-
ing the dataset [43, 45]. Furthermore, we provide an interactive playlist explorer tool3 that
allows exploring the dataset and its acoustic characteristics in detail.

2A detailed description of these features and the API can be found at https://developer.spotify.com/web-api/
get-several-audio-features/.
3http://dbis-pla.uibk.ac.at/
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5 Multi-context-aware user model and recommender system

The main idea of our approach is to compute recommendations based on the listening
histories of users and contextual information regarding audio content and situational fea-
tures. Particularly, we model and exploit pairwise interaction effects between these different
contexts, between users and contexts and between tracks and contexts.

An overview of the proposed framework is given in Fig. 1, where the steps taken to
extract contextual information that is leveraged in the recommendation computation are
outlined. As input for the proposed approach, we require a dataset of playlists (i.e., sets of
tracks4) assembled by users as presented in Section 4. Based on this dataset (shown in Fig. 1
as “Spotify Playlists Dataset”), we compute two types of contextual information for the
computation of multi-context-aware track recommendations: (i) playlist archetypes (clus-
ters) and (ii) situational clusters. For playlist archetypes (“Acoustic Cluster Component” in
Fig. 1), the input comprises the track id and the acoustic features for each track as provided
by the Spotify API (cf. Section 4). This component computes the assignment of each track
to an acoustic cluster. We describe this procedure in detail in Section 5.1. For computing
situational clusters, the input comprises the track id and the names of the playlists the track
is contained in. This component (“Situational Cluster Component” in Fig. 1) computes the
assignment of each track to a situational cluster. We detail this procedure in Section 5.2.

The extracted context information allows modeling user preferences for tracks contained
in certain playlist archetypes in a given situation. We refer to the clusters mined from acous-
tic features as acoustic feature clusters (AC) and to the clusters mined from playlist names
as situational clusters (SC). To finally incorporate this information (user, track, AC, and
SC assignments) as input into a context-aware recommender system tackling the problem
as stated in Section 3, we propose to utilize Factorization Machines (FM) [46] in a recom-
mendation component (“Recommendation Component” in Fig. 1). This allows capturing
user preference towards a certain archetype of music in a certain situational context and to
exploit the interaction effects between these two notions of context. this procedure results in
a list of tracks sorted by the predicted relevance score for the given user in a given situation.
We describe the recommendation computation in more detail in Section 5.3.

5.1 Playlist archetypes

The proposed approach relies on clusters of playlists (archetypes) that share similar acoustic
features (e.g., the tempo of the tracks contained). The major steps of this computation are
also depicted in Fig. 1. In a first step, we aggregate the eight acoustic features obtained via
the Spotify API (cf. Section 4) of each playlist using the arithmetic mean. To ensure that the
arithmetic mean is indeed representative, we analyze the dispersion of the tracks forming a
playlist by comparing the mean and mean absolute deviation (MAD) [33] for each feature
for each playlist. Here, we argue that the MAD is a robust measure with respect to outliers.
With this analysis, we find that except for loudness, the variance of each of the acoustic
characteristics of the tracks inside a playlist is low and the MAD is rarely higher than the
mean. This allows us to conclude that aggregating the characteristics of the individual tracks
to playlist characteristics using the mean is representative. For loudness, the variance among
the tracks of a playlist is too high. In 99.99% of all cases, the MAD is higher than the
mean. Therefore, we drop the loudness characteristic for the conducted playlist analyses

4In contrast to e.g., [14], we consider a playlist as an unordered set of tracks.
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Fig. 1 Proposed framework for computing multi-context-aware recommendations

and refer to [43] for further analyses of the clusters. This aggregation step provides us
with a lower-dimensional m × n matrix AFM (acoustic feature matrix), where each row
represents a playlist and each column represents one of the proposed acoustic features. To
find archetypes of music a user listens to, we apply factorization to the centered matrix
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AFM (all columns have a mean value of 0 and a standard deviation of 1) as this allows us
to conduct a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [40] via SVD [21].

The principal components (PCs) obtained by the conducted PCA allow explaining dif-
ferences in playlists and, more importantly, estimate the number of acoustic clusters (ACs)
to be obtained by the explained variance of each PC (squared singular values s2

i (diago-
nal of Σ)). For k = 5 clusters, the accumulated variance of the principal components is
85.64 and hence exceeds the 80% threshold. Thus, we set the number of acoustic feature
clusters to be computed to k = 5. We compute the 5 clusters by applying k-means on the
dimension-reduced matrix AFM . The clustering assigns each playlist and hence, implic-
itly each track, to one of five playlist archetypes that allow capturing a user’s preferences
towards certain types of music. We depict the result of this approach in Fig. 2, where each
playlist is represented by an integer that represents the cluster assignment. The clusters are
marked by individual colors and are annotated with the respective acoustic features. From
the conducted PCA, we observe that playlists that are highly influenced by instrumental
and acoustic features are separated from the remaining playlists by the first PC (PC1). Fur-
thermore, PC1 and PC2 separate energetic playlists with high tempo from the remaining
playlists. Finally, we are also able to separate playlists with high valence and danceability
characteristics by PC1 and PC2. PC3, not visible in Fig. 2, separates playlists with high
speechiness values from other playlists. The clusters (archetypes) obtained serve as one
notion of context to be used for the computation of multi-context-aware track recommenda-
tions. We refer to our previous work in [43] for further details on this approach and analyses
of the resulting clusters.

Fig. 2 Latent representation of playlist clusters
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5.2 Situational clusters

Besides capturing musical preferences, we also aim to contextualize playlists by extracting
situational context from the names of playlists. The underlying assumption here is that the
names of playlists provide information about the situational context in which the playlist’s
tracks are listened to (e.g., “Summer Fun”, “Workout Mix”, or “Christmas”). Along the
lines of [42, 44], we mine for activities and other descriptors (seasons, events, etc.) in the
names of playlists.

As depicted in Fig. 1, we firstly lemmatize all terms contained in playlist names using
WordNet [39]. Next, we remove stop words and non-contextual terms (e.g., genre, artist,
and track names) as these do not provide any contextual information. Furthermore, we uti-
lize AlchemyAPI’s entity recognition services5 to remove playlist names that do not provide
any contextual information. These are mostly playlist names that consist of artist names,
track names, or genre descriptions. This results in a set of cleaned lemmata per playlist.
However, those playlist names are rather short and heterogeneous. To create a meaning-
ful distance matrix suitable for clustering playlists based on their names is challenging.
Therefore, we again use WordNet to enrich the lemmata of each playlist with semantically
matching synonyms and hypernyms to create a more expressive term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequency (tf-idf) matrix. We derive this matrix by using a bag-of-words describing
each playlist based on the derived lemmas, synonyms, and hypernyms. For the resulting
bags of lemmata describing each playlist, we compute the term frequency-inverse document
frequency (tf-idf) for each bag-of-lemmata representing a playlist name. Playlist similari-
ties can now be computed by the pairwise cosine similarity of the resulting vectors. Based
on these similarities, we span a distance matrix and find contextually similar playlists by
applying k-means clustering. Along the lines of [42] (cf. Section 6), we empirically deter-
mine the number of clusters and set these to k = 23. This provides us with a set of 23
situational clusters capturing in which context a user listened to certain tracks. For instance,
one of the clusters comprises Christmas songs, whereas another cluster comprises playlists
and tracks related to a “summer” theme (e.g., containing playlist names such as “my sum-
mer playlist”, “summer 2015 tracks”, “finally summer” and “hot outside”). We refer to our
previous work [42, 44] for further details on the computation of situational clusters and their
usage in recommendation scenarios. In the next section, we present how we incorporate the
gained contextual information in the computation of recommendations.

5.3 Recommendation computation

The context extraction steps described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 provide us with information
about (i) a user’s preference for playlist archetypes, and (ii) the situational context in which
a user listens to certain tracks. This information is extracted in the form of user-cluster
assignments. We now combine these clusters and the listening history of users in a joint user
model that informs the track recommender system.

In this work, we propose to use FMs [46] for the computation of recommendations, i.e.,
to compute a predicted rating r̂ for a given user i and a given track j , incorporating situa-
tional clusters (SCs) and acoustic feature-based clusters (ACs). We process the input for the

5Please note that AlchemyAPI is now part of IBM Watson’s Natural Language Understanding API: https://
cloud.ibm.com/apidocs/natural-language-understanding.
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rating prediction task as follows: first, <user,track>-pairs are enriched by the correspond-
ing contextual cluster assignments, now forming <user,track,AC,SC>-tuples (as can also
be seen in Fig. 1). By adding a fifth column—rating r—to each entry in the dataset, we
derive the input matrix R for our rating prediction problem to be solved (holding user, track,
AC, SC, and rating columns).

Our dataset does not contain any implicit feedback by users (i.e., play counts, skipping
behavior, or session duration). Therefore, we cannot estimate any preference towards an
item as e.g., proposed by [18]. However, we assume that adding a track to a playlist signals
a user’s preference for the track. As the recommendation task is transformed into a rating
prediction task, we require the dataset to also include negative examples. Therefore, for each
user, we randomly add tracks the user did not interact with in a given situation (i.e., tracks
tj with ri,j = 0 for the given user ui) to the dataset until the listening history of each user in
both the training and test sets are filled with 50% relevant and 50% non-relevant items for
the user. We chose to oversample the positive class to avoid class imbalance and hence, a
bias towards the negative class (the number of tracks not listened to is much larger than the
number of tracks listened to for all users as naturally, users only listen to a small fraction of
the songs available). Hence, for each unique <user,track,AC,SC>-tuple, the rating rijsc

is defined as stated in (4).

rijsc =
{

1 if ui listened to tj in SCs and ACc

0 otherwise
(4)

Based on this dataset, for computing the predicted rating r̂ , we model the influence of
a user i, a track j , the situational cluster s, and the content-based cluster c on r̂ in a FM.
Relying on FMs, we are able to model all pairwise interactions, allowing to model the
influence of the simultaneous occurrence of two variable values, i.e., of a track j and the
contexts s and c or a user i and the contexts s and c. Furthermore, we model the interaction
of the contexts c and s which can be interpreted as the influence of the current activity of
a user (SC) on the playlist archetype (AC) and vice versa. This is shown in Equation 5:
the FM computes r̂ by estimating a global bias (w0), estimating the influence of the user,
track as well as the contexts (

∑n
i=1 wixi) along with estimating the quadratic interaction

effects of those (
∑n

j=i+1〈vi, vj〉xixj ). However, instead of learning all weights wi,j for
the interaction effects, as traditional approaches such as logistic regression with quadratic
interaction effects do, FMs rely on factorization to model the interaction as the inner product
〈vi, vj〉 of low-dimensional vectors [46].

r̂FM = w0 +
n∑

i=1

wixi +
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=i+1

〈vi, vj〉xixj (5)

The weights of the latter interaction effects are computed by applying matrix factoriza-
tion during the FM optimization using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) solver as
proposed by [15, 46].

Recently, higher-order Factorization Machines (HOFM) have been introduced, that allow
for incorporating higher-order interaction effects [7, 37]. Aiming at further advancing the
presented approach, we propose to also exploit 3-way interaction effects. A HOFM model is
depicted in (6), where a further factor capturing 3-way interactions is added (in comparison
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to 2-way Factorization Machines as depicted in (5)). Again, we rely on the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) learning method.

r̂HOFM = w0 +
n∑

i=1

wixi +
m∑

i=1

m∑
j=i+1

〈vi, vj〉xixj

+
m∑

i=1

m∑
j=i+1

m∑
l=j+1

〈vi, vj, vl〉xixj xl (6)

6 Experimental setup

In the following section, we present the experimental setup used to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed user model and recommendation approach. The proposed approach
and the respective baselines were implemented in R, utilizing the libFMexe6 wrapper for
the original libFM implementation for FMs and the FactoRizationMachines7 package for
Higher-Order Factorization Machines. All experiments are based on the same input data as
described in the following, before we present the methodology applied for the evaluation
and the approaches evaluated.

6.1 Input data for FM

We take the following steps to create the input data for the FM. In a first step, we apply the
proposed dimension reduction and clustering methods on the dataset described in Section 4
to obtain the proposed acoustic feature (AC) and situational clusters (SC). To also allow
looking into the impact of the clustering step for acoustic features, we evaluate a model that
uses the individual acoustic features of tracks (AF). Therefore, we also add these features
to the dataset. This results in a dataset containing <user,track,SC,AC,AF,rating>-tuples.

In the next step, we assign each track a rating value r . The rating indicates whether a
certain user listened to a certain track in a certain situational cluster (r = 1) or not (r = 0)
based on the underlying dataset as described in the previous Section. Please note that a
user might listen to the same song in different situations (clusters), whereas a track always
belongs to the same acoustic feature-based cluster. The final dataset used for the presented
evaluation contains 956 unique users who listened to 485,304 unique tracks (we removed
tracks we could not obtain acoustic features for and playlists for which we could not extract
situational information from the playlist name). On average, a user in the dataset listens to
770.19 tracks (SD=2,168.62, Median=264.50).

A fragment of the resulting dataset is shown in Table 1. This excerpt shows that user 872
has listened to track 250246 (belonging to acoustic feature-based cluster 4) in situational
context cluster 0, whereas user 911 has listened to track 250246 in SC 2. This dataset forms
the foundation for our experiments, which are presented in the next section.

6https://github.com/andland/libFMexe
7https://github.com/cran/FactoRizationMachines
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Table 1 Dataset fragment

User Track SC AC AF1 . . . AF7 Rating

872 309275 0 3 0.24 0.16 1

872 309275 1 3 0.24 0.16 0

872 250246 0 4 0.10 0.12 1

911 250246 2 4 0.10 0.12 1

6.2 Evaluation methodology

To assess the performance of the proposed user models in a FM-based recommendation sce-
nario, we employ the following evaluation method. For each user in the dataset, we perform
a 5-fold cross-evaluation with random sampling on the user’s tracks (i.e., for each fold, we
utilize 80% of the user’s tracks for training and the remaining 20% as test set such that each
track is used once in the test set and four times as training data). We compute a predicted
rating r̂ for each track in the user’s test set and hence, compute the probability whether a
certain user listened to a certain track in a certain situational cluster. The evaluation met-
rics are computed for each fold separately and subsequently, averaged over all folds and in
a final step, those metrics are averaged over all users. Due to the random selection of data
for the folds, we allow the folds to contain an arbitrary number of relevant (r = 1) and
irrelevant items (r = 0). However, as the distribution of the dataset we sample from has a
1:1 ratio between relevant and irrelevant tracks, the distribution within folds yields a similar
distribution.

We aim to assess the performance of different recommendation models in both a top-
n recommendation task as well as a rating prediction task. For the top-n recommendation
task, we rank the items based on the predicted rating r̂ . We consider all tracks with a
predicted rating below 0.5 (r̂ < 0.5) as irrelevant and do not consider these for recommen-
dation. This proxy for the perceived usefulness of a user towards an item is finally used to
rank the remaining tracks and cut off @n to retrieve a list of top-n track recommendations.
Subsequently, we compute the precision, recall, and F1 measures. We also evaluate the per-
formance of a rating prediction task for the different user models. Therefore, we compute
the root mean squared error (RMSE) for the predicted ratings r̂ and the actual ratings r in
the test set.

6.3 Evaluated user models and recommendation approaches

To assess the effects of incorporating different contextual information encoded as clusters
into a recommender system, we propose to evaluate and compare a theoretical ran-
dom baseline, three baseline approaches, and a number of variations of the proposed
multi-context-aware user model, which we detail in the following.

The theoretic random baseline (TR) guesses whether a track is relevant or irrelevant for
a user. To outperform this random baseline, the values for RMSE have to be lower than
0.5. The probability of correctly guessing the correct rating in the sample space � = {0, 1}
is P(0) = P(1) = 0.5 for each track. For top-n recommendations, we assume that the
probability of correctly guessing the rating of a track is P = 0.5. Hence, for the precision
measure, the random baseline is 0.5. For the recall measure, the baseline is dependent on the
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number of recommendations n along with the number of relevant items and can be stated as
rec = n

2·|relevant items| assuming that every other guess ( n
2 ) is a hit.

Furthermore, we employ the following three baseline methods: (i) a user- and content-
agnostic approach that recommends the most popular tracks (MP) of each situational cluster;
(ii) a collaborative-filtering baseline that incorporates the users’ listening histories as input
to the FM (CF); (iii) a CF model extended with the acoustic features of the tracks (AF), as
this is known to work well [34] (again computed via the FM). Here, we use the individual
acoustic features of each track and do not rely on acoustic feature clusters in this model.
We consider this model a more advanced but nevertheless context-agnostic baseline. Please
note that the goal of the work at hand is in investigating user models for multi-context-
aware music recommendation scenarios and therefore, we aim to compare the different
proposed user models and do not focus on the recommendation part. We argue that in pre-
vious work, we have already shown that utilizing Factorization Machines for context-aware
recommendations contributes to recommendation performance [44], and hence, we rely on
Factorization Machines and do not experiment with further recommendation approaches.
However, the proposed CF baseline is a matrix factorization approach and hence, employs
a different approach for the computation of recommendations.

Table 2 gives an overview of the evaluated models (combining a user model and rec-
ommendation approach) and the respective input data. We derive a set of extended models
utilizing the situational clusters mined from the playlist names and playlist context derived
from acoustic feature clusters as follows. Firstly, we evaluate a context-aware model extend-
ing the CF baseline by incorporating the situational clusters mined from playlist names
(SC). Analogously, we extend the CF baseline by incorporating the playlist context (AC),
the acoustic features (AF), and a combination of both (AF+AC). Finally, we evaluate a
multi-context-aware model that combines both clusters (AC+SC) and a model incorporating
the situational clusters mined from the playlist names combined with the eight individual
acoustic features, the AF+SC model.

To also analyze the impact of interaction effects on the recommendation performance,
we perform a final experiment based on the best performing user model detected in the pre-
vious experiments. We aim to assess the impact of different orders of interaction effects (no
interaction effects, 2-way, and 3-way interactions) and also analyze the role of the number
of latent features used in the factorization step.

Table 2 Overview of evaluated models (top: baseline approaches, bottom: variations of the proposed multi-
context approach).

Model CF AF AC SC

TR (theoretic random baseline)

MP (most popular baseline)

CF (collaborative filtering baseline) �
AF (CF + acoustic features baseline) � �
SC (CF + situational clusters) � �
AC (CF + acoustic clusters) � �
AF+AC (CF + acoustic features + acoustic clusters) � � �
AF+SC (CF + acoustic features + situational clusters) � � �
AC+SC (CF + acoustic clusters + situational clusters) � � �
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7 Results and discussion

In the following we first discuss the results of the top-n recommendation task evaluation
(Section 7.1), followed by the results of the rating prediction task (Section 7.2). Sub-
sequently, we present the results of the evaluation of the impact of interaction effects
(Section 7.3).

7.1 Top-n recommendation task

In this evaluation, we aim to analyze the recommendation and ranking performance of the
proposed models.

In a first step, we evaluate a recommendation list containing all recommendations (i.e.,
n = R, the number of tracks in the test set for a given user). The results of this analysis are
depicted in Table 3. We observe a superior precision and F1 performance of our proposed
multi-context-aware AC+SC model jointly incorporating acoustic clusters (AC) and situa-
tional clusters (SC). The highest precision is reached by the AC+SC model (0.96), which
outperforms the AF model (0.86) by 11.63%. Similarly, the AF+AC model reaches a pre-
cision of 0.85. We observe that both models jointly incorporating situational contexts and
acoustic information (AC+SC and AF+SC) outperform all baselines, with the MP baseline
reaching a precision of 0.73. In terms of the F1-measure, our proposed AC+SC approach is
11.39% more accurate than a model exploiting acoustic features (no clustering) along with
situational clusters (AF+SC) and 18.92% more accurate than a model relying solely on the
individual acoustic features (AF). Furthermore, the AC+SC model is 49.15% more accurate
than a model solely exploiting situational clusters (SC).

The context-agnostic CF baseline is outperformed if contextual clusters are incorporated
into the model in isolation: in terms of F1, a model solely exploiting acoustical clusters (AC)
is 13.21% more accurate than the CF baseline and a model solely leveraging situational
clusters (SC) outperforms the CF baseline by 11.32%. However, clusters in isolation cannot
outperform a context-agnostic model incorporating acoustical features. Models that incor-
porate acoustical features constantly perform better than models without. This is why we
argue that a model combining classical CF with acoustical features represents the user well,
but integrating a user’s situational context allows to capture the user’s preferences more effi-
ciently in our scenario. In a later analysis (top-10 recommendations) in this section, we find
that acoustical features are especially suitable for recommending tracks from the long tail.

Table 3 Top-R evaluation results (sorted by F1, best results in bold)

Approach Precision Recall F1

AC+SC (CF + acoustic clusters + situational clusters) 0.96 0.81 0.88

AF+SC (CF + acoustic features + situational clusters) 0.80 0.78 0.79

AF (CF + acoustic features baseline) 0.86 0.68 0.76

AF+AC (CF + acoustic features + acoustic clusters) 0.85 0.65 0.74

AC (CF + acoustic clusters) 0.47 0.85 0.60

SC (CF + situational clusters) 0.46 0.83 0.59

CF (collaborative filtering baseline) 0.43 0.70 0.53

TR (theoretic random baseline) 0.50 0.50 0.50

MP (most popular baseline) 0.73 0.01 0.01
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We suspect that a similar behavior causes the good recall performance of the AC model.
However, we argue that in a music recommendation scenario, precision is more important
to users than recall [6]. In comparison to the context-agnostic CF baseline, which only
considers each user’s listening history as input, our results show that AC+SC and AF+SC
constantly outperform the CF baseline substantially.

For the top-n recommendations evaluated in this experiment, in terms of the F1-measure,
the AC+SC model on average performs 15.14% better across all n than the AF approach,
which is the best performing approach that does not leverage situational clusters.

Inspecting the baselines, we observe that all proposed models that combine different
contexts, as well as the AF model, outperform the CF and TR baselines in terms of precision
and F1. In terms of recall, the CF baseline is outperformed by the AC+SC, AF+SC, AC, and
SC approaches. The MP baseline (recommending the most popular items in the respective
situational cluster) reaches reasonably good precision values. We explain this behavior of
the MP baseline by the fact that the natural cap of the recall measure is rooted in the long-
tailed distribution of the play counts, where popular tracks with high play counts among
several users are rare [3]. Hence, the set of “good” recommendations of the MP approach is
limited to this small amount of popular tracks, naturally limiting its recall performance.

Generally, user satisfaction has been shown to be highest when presenting the user with a
short top-list of items naturally assuming that this recommendation list contains a sufficient
number of relevant items [8]. Therefore, we evaluate the top-n performance of the proposed
recommender system for a small number of n. Figure 3 depicts F1 for n = 1 . . . 10, where
we observe that the AC+SC model with an average F1@10-score of 0.93 outperforms all
other approaches. Notably, it outperforms the AF+SC model with an average F1@10-score
of 0.89 by 3.70%. Moreover, models leveraging situational clusters outperform all other
models: the AC+SC model is the most accurate model, followed by the AF+SC model and
the SC model. This is in contrast to the F1@R-score results presented previously and a
deeper analysis showed that situational clusters increase the precision only for a limited

CF + ac. clusters

Most popular baseline

CF + sit. clusters

CF baseline

CF + ac. features + sit. clusters

CF + ac. features

CF + ac. features + ac. clusters

CF + ac. clusters + sit. clusters

Fig. 3 F1 for n = 1 . . . 10 recommendations
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number of recommendations n. Incorporating SCs is beneficial for a small number of rec-
ommendations n but limits the discovery of new items in the long tail and hence, limits the
performance for a large number of n. We believe that this is one of the reasons why the
hybrid AC+SC and AF+SC models outperform all other approaches in both evaluations.

We observe that models that incorporate acoustic features along with situational clus-
ters provide the best performance independently of the number of recommendations n. Our
experiments also show that for a small number of recommendations n (n ≤ 10), incor-
porating situational substantially impacts the recommendation performance. Moreover, the
AC model leveraging acoustic clusters performs better than the AF model that leverages all
acoustic features for small numbers of n. However, this does not hold for larger n, where it
is important to be able to recommend tracks from the long tail. This long tail includes tracks
with low play counts (i.e., non-mainstream, niche music). ACs group users who enjoy lis-
tening to similar music, which is sufficient for small n and for users with a rather narrow
and less diverse music taste. In this context, we suspect that ACs favor mainstream music
over less common music. However, to recommend tracks from the long tail, the system
needs to accurately model the user’s preferences in more detail by incorporating individual
audio features (AF) of the tracks in the listening history of the user. Our experiments show
that additionally incorporating the situational context (SC) improves the recall and F1 for
both, short and long lists of recommendations and precision can also be improved for short
recommendation lists. Hence, we believe that the findings based on the evaluation of the
top-n recommendations show that context is vital for improved recommendations, which
is also in line with previous findings (e.g., [4, 5]). While the performance SC and AC in
isolation indeed shows the importance of situational context, we can also show that incor-
porating both clusters along with the interaction effects is beneficial for the performance of
the system. We analyze the impact of interaction effects further in Section 7.3.

7.2 Rating prediction task

To get a deeper understanding of the recommendations computed by FMs in relation to the
individual models evaluated, we also evaluated a rating prediction task. The FM-component
in our recommender system computes a predicted rating r̂ , i.e., the probability of a user
listening to a certain track in a certain situational cluster. Hence, r̂ can be seen as a proxy for
the perceived usefulness of a user towards an item and hence, can be evaluated by measuring
the error of this prediction. I.e., we evaluate this task by error metrics computed between r̂

and r .
Table 4 depicts the results of the rating prediction measures computed over the test set in

Table 4. Our results show that the AC+SC and the AF+SC models achieve the lowest RMSE
values, which also is in line with the results of the evaluation of the top-n recommendation
task. Both models incorporating acoustic features and situational clusters (AC+SC, AF+SC)
outperform a model solely using the situational clusters (SC) by 44.44.% and a model solely
using acoustic-feature clusters (AC) by 29.82%, respectively. Along with the evaluation of
the top-n recommendations in the prior experiment, these findings strongly support our ini-
tial hypothesis that clusters and the interaction effects between the input variables strongly
impact the performance of context-aware track recommendations. To investigate the impact
of interaction effects, we compare the proposed FM to a FM that does not incorporate any
interaction effects in a further evaluation in Section 7.3. Furthermore, in line with our find-
ings of the top-n evaluation, the AF model is also able to capture user preferences well.
Analogously to the previous evaluation, we show that this is particularly the case for tracks
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Table 4 Rating prediction evaluation results (sorted by RMSE, best results in bold).

Approach RMSE

AC+SC (CF + acoustic clusters + situational clusters) 0.40

AF+SC (CF + acoustic features + situational clusters) 0.40

AF (CF + acoustic features baseline) 0.44

AF+AC (CF + acoustic features + acoustic clusters) 0.47

AC (CF + acoustic clusters) 0.57

MP (most poplar baseline) 0.71

SC (CF + situational clusters) 0.72

CF (collaborative filtering baseline) 0.75

in the long tail, consequently, the AF model also performs well in the rating prediction
evaluation.

Interestingly, the most popular (MP) approach outperforms the CF- as well as the SC-
model. However, this is, as the MP approach assigns the top-n most popular tracks with a
predicted rating of r̂ = 1 and the remaining (unpopular) items with no rating, and thus,
we assume a predicted rating of r̂ = 0. In contrast, the FM approaches estimate r̂ , the
probability of whether a given user has listened to a given track in a given situational cluster.
Ultimately, for non-relevant and correctly classified tracks in the test set, the error is 0 for
the most popular approach, whereas there naturally is an error for the other approaches
(although the track is correctly classified) as these estimate r̂ in [0,1]. This is, as all tracks
with a predicted rating r̂ < 0.5 are classified as irrelevant which yields a true positive for
the classification-based measures, but the rating prediction measures indicate an error in the
range between 0 and 0.5.

7.3 Impact of interaction effects

In a final set of experiments, we are interested in the extent to which the performance of the
utilized FM is dependent on the number of latent features used for modeling the interaction
effects in the FM and the impact of the order of interaction effects.

To estimate the impact of interaction effects on the recommendation quality, we compare
the performance of a FM that does not exploit any interaction effects and a FM that leverages
interaction effects based on the best user model detected (AC+SC). The results of these
experiments can be seen in Table 5. These results show that adding interaction effects allows
for a 17.41% higher F1-score (0.88 vs. 0.75) and an increase in precision of 28.13%, while
the recall values are comparable. This is also reflected in the RMSE of 0.41 for a model
incorporating interaction effects and an RMSE of 0.67 for a model not incorporating these
(improvement of 38.81%). This again strengthens our hypothesis that exploiting interaction
effects is highly beneficial in such a scenario.

In a second experiment, we evaluate the performance of our 2-way FM dependent on the
number of latent features. A boxplot presenting the results of this evaluation can be seen in
Fig. 4. We find that the best performance in terms of the F1-measure is reached with k = 20
or k = 5. However, the differences among all configurations regarding the number of latent
features are subtle. In fact, the difference is smaller than the standard deviation and hence,
not significant. Therefore, we argue as there are no differences in performance and training
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Table 5 Impact of interaction effects: top-R evaluation, where the AC+SC model incorporates CF + acoustic
clusters + situational clusters.

Approach Precision Recall F1

AC+SC (2-way interactions) 0.96 0.81 0.88

AC+SC (no interactions) 0.69 0.82 0.75

the k = 20 model took approximately four times longer than the training of the k = 5 model
in our experiments, choosing k = 5 seems a reasonable choice.

In a final evaluation, we are interested in the performance of higher-order Factoriza-
tion Machines (HOFM) and hence, the impact of 3-way interaction effects in our scenario.
Based on the results of our previous experiments regarding the number of latent features
(and hence, the dimensionality of the factorization of interactions), we fixed k for the
second-order dimensions at k = 5. The results of our comparison between a FM without
any interaction effects (FM0), traditional FMs (FM), and HOFMs (HOFM) for the AC+SC
model are depicted in Fig. 5. The results show that also for HOFM, AC+SC is the model
obtaining the best results. For HOFM, we observe a minor performance improvement of
below 1% for both F1 and RMSE. Please note that these experiments were performed using
the HOFM library (cf. Section 6) to conduct a fair comparison among the three approaches

0.850

0.875

0.900

0.925

0.950

1 2 4 5 6 8 10 20
Number of Latent Features k

F1

Fig. 4 F1@R for different numbers of latent features k
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Fig. 5 F1 for FM0 (no interactions), FM (2-way interactions) and HOFM (3-way interactions) for the AC+SC
model for n = 0...100 (x-axis log-scaled)

(FM0, FM, and HOFM), which also explains the slight difference to the results of the pre-
vious experiments (which were performed using the original libFM library). However, as
the standard deviation is larger than the mean, these differences are not significant. Hence,
as a HOFM has no significant advantage regarding its F1 performance and the fact that
HOFMs naturally are a more complex model and thus, require higher computational efforts,
we argue that relying on traditional FMs is a feasible and reasonable choice, which also is
in line with previous findings [52].

8 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented a multi-context-aware user model that jointly exploits (i) sit-
uational context extracted from the names of playlists, and (ii) playlist archetypes that
share acoustic characteristics to model which kind of music is listened in certain situational
contexts. Both the situational context and musical preferences are represented as cluster
assignments. For the computation of recommendations, we use Factorization Machines
which use the proposed user model as input to exploit interaction effects among contexts.
In extensive offline experiments, we show that (i) the integration of situational context
improves the precision of music recommender systems and that (ii) acoustic features and
thereby, a user’s musical taste, are particularly beneficial to retrieve tracks a user likes from
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the long tail. Our experiments show that interaction effects between situational context
and musical preferences (playlist archetypes, acoustic clusters) provide the most accurate
recommendations.

We believe that the use of Factorization Machines allows for easily extending our cur-
rent approach with further notions of context such as emotion [53] or culture [56]. Also,
the extraction of situational information from the names of playlists may also benefit from
utilizing factorization models [12]. From an evaluation perspective, we also aim to investi-
gate beyond-accuracy metrics [24] in future work to look into how contextual factors might
affect aspects such as diversity of recommendation lists or novelty.
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